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About This Content

Backstory

Gemini star system is a former colony of the gigantic Earth Empire. 23 years ago the rule of the Gemini Colonial Directorate
was challenged by the Gemini League; a group of young revolutionaries whose only goal was a unified, but more importantly

free and independent Gemini. The League grew quickly and it wasn't long before the entire system was enflamed by the war for
independence which was slowly, but surely leading to the defeat of the Directorate. The war ended abruptly however with the

Starpoint incident which effectively sealed off the entire system from the Empire. The original ideas of the League were
quickly lost and in almost no time, new players emerged on the scene: the Korkyran Triumvirate, the Baeldor Republic and the

Nyxian Consortium.

Countless spatial anomalies, which were a side effect of the incident, ripped many ships from the standard flow of time, only to
bring some of them back over the course of those 23 years. Scientists however didn't just stand still all that time, but they

diligently devised a way to find and pull back the stranded "Revenants" to normal space-time. You are one of these revenants
who came back to find their entire world and all they believed in and fought for, has changed beyond recognition. You must
find your way and place in this new Gemini which has fallen into chaos and disarray and relight old fires to finish what was

started 23 years ago.

Features:
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Play through the 30 storyline missions of the original Starpoint Gemini, re-envisioned as free DLC for Starpoint Gemini
2!
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Title: Starpoint Gemini 2: Origins
Genre: Action, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
Little Green Men Games
Publisher:
Iceberg Interactive
Release Date: 10 Jun, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows 7, 8

Processor: 2.2 GHz Dual core or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10 compliant graphics card with 512MB RAM

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English,French,German,Polish,Russian
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This is a really chill game with strategy aspects reminiscent of Eufloria in some ways. Zerg zerg zerg!. I have yet to beat
nightmare mode, as I'm still learning the game's levels' patterns, however, I do have some problems with it.
The skill ceiling progresses like this:
1. You don't know what the f*** is going on.
2. Then you take some time to understand it.
3. You find out some tricks that win you the level.
4. The level becomes awfully boring and sometimes even frustrating due to the game's controls.
[ Not to mention the levels that you cant learn because they are purely based on RNG, not skill!!!! ]

With that said, I love this game for it's simplicity: Not only does it look good, but it also runs perfectly on my system [ which
has overheating issues - f*** Hp Omen laptops ]

I would recommend this game only, if you like being challenged and/or are looking for a game that has low pc requirements..
This add on comes with five small Island airports. Small island airports are some of the funnest to fly into, scenery and approach
wise.

The details on the ground are very nice texture wise. I notice no real drop in frames even while running payware aircraft and
textures on the ground or in the air. (My PC specs: i7 4th gen, GTX 970, 16GB ram and FSX is on my SSD)

Whether you are an avid simmer with all the good payware (PMDG, Orbx, REX, Aerosoft, taxi2gate etc) and real world flying
experiencce or someone who just has FSX because it seems like something fun to kill time with and get a basic understanding of
flying this is a nice add-on.

Is it worth what Steam is selling it for? A few bucks cheaper would be nice. If you are willing to spend a bit extra money and
think you'll use it often than buy it. If you are tight on money or think this is an add on you'll only use a few times, wait for it to
go on sale. Over all it's mostly worth it. No complaints.. Charming rpg, unique on it's own <3
Like dragging things to find treasure or solve puzzle ^^

npc friends have well-written character, love them <3. This marble really gets on my nerves...
DoItAll on Youtube
Recorded 08/11/2017
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Easy to use for beginners, friendly interface, many users are more creative than you.. Things that need improvement.
1. The advert. It does NOT make sense whatsoever.
2. Frame rate. Terrible just terrible.
3. Bus AI. It would be cool if you could ride a different bus besides yours. (I can't ride any in my game)
4. Controls. They're bloody awful.
5. EVERYTHING.
6. Price. 13.00 USD?! come on that's to much for this junk.
7. Rating. Why is this game rated M? There is no: blood, gore, sex, drugs, etc.
In the end it needs so bloody much improvement Don't buy.. Rouge-like ? Casuals pls.....

Half Hour and i Beated allrdy 2 Full runs.
Bosses are Funny first time but then its boring and repeating.
You get Spammed with runes and some are just way to overpowerd.
Like the 180° Shoot all you do is turning the cursor in the other direction and you have such damage output that even the boss is
dieing in a Minute.

Well fun game if you play it once. But not fun to replay because everything is the same. Boss Mechanics ? Pls...

Maybee good game for Beginners and Casuals but if you look for a real Rouge-like your wrong here.. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KlQfSV7mJ_E. This game is a throwback to an older era. Seriously, it uses DOS. While it is
an RTS with turn-based movement, it... is tricky for the modern sensibility.

Now, the backstory of the game does make a few changes to history. In 1268, the English king was Henry III, but he was...
having issues with the barons of the realm. In fact, the year prior had seen the end of the Second Barons' War. So unrest does
bubble beneath the surface. Frankly, his staying on the throne was more due to the efforts of his son than his own prowess.
Now, the throne DOES end up empty for over a year in 1272-1274... but this was due to his son taking his time returning from
Crusade. And I do believe there were still some rebellious forces when he returned (not least in Wales).

But considering said new king was Edward I Longshanks... the rebels were doomed. You might remember Edward I as being the
English king in Braveheart. He was a military genius and brooked no disrespect (but gave a lot out, starting with the naming of
his heir as "Prince of Wales").

Okay, that aside, you do play in a time when a baron could conceivably take the throne, and maybe hold it.

The gameplay is a bit confusing for me, as I am... unsure how to raise armies, fight, or... not have a peasants' revolt come out of
nowhere...

Still, for those used to this, or nostalgic for this game, it is a worthy acquisition.. This is a jigsaw puzzle game with mini defense
gameplay added.

Basically you are putting together your jigsaw puzzle and you have a timer for when a wave of zombies is going to come
through. So you stock pile ammo and defenses by earning money for correctly placing pieces. It adds a little extra challenge, and
can be fun. Best of all, if you just wanna put the puzzles together, you can choose to have no Z's spawn! The art is hit or miss, in
my opinion. Some pictures are awesome and some are just wtf. All of them are gory (you'd probably guess), and there is some
nudity. It gets a thumbs up for me, overall.. Play with friends. Coop experience and lot fun guaranteed. One of the best
examples when idea becomes a mod and then a standalone game.
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